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Open text poll

Why do we measure things?
(1/3)
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To find problems to fix

Show impact

Measure impact, improve and adapt

services. Inform need adapt and

inform further, support, To plan

programs.

brings it back to our 'why'.

Know where we are and where we

are heading

To help lead education development

To check for progress or the

opposite

To inform development

Report data transfer

help management with better

decision making and to target

information to where it is missing or

needed

Identify trends and issues

To make decisions for the future

To hear the young people’s voices

To put business case for funding

To measure progress or not

To see impact and gaps

I check on the effective of our

delivery to see what further needs

to be addressed

To create justification for changing

processes
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Why do we measure things?
(2/3)
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Demonstrate impact Be able to

analyse and look for patterns

To measure progress

To understand change

To know where more work is

needed. To determine distance

travelled based on intervention

delivered

To show impact

To see the long term effects of

something

To gather intel, assess wether or not

something works, and the impact

it's had.

To evidence imroved outcomes

from the work we have done

Success of programme Planning

Challenges

To prove what we are doing has an

impact

To form a baseline.

Identify impact or issues with

impact Share good practice from

things that have shown

demonstrable impact

To be able to determine success

To measure impact oland/or to

direct my work.

To inform us how to proceed; using

data to determine where efforts

need to be drawn, what is working

well and what isn't
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Why do we measure things?
(3/3)
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To know how well we are doing

Analyse to meet local needs

What works well and what we need

to improve. To give an overall guide

which we can look into at a personal

level.

To check it’s working

To find out a baseline and the

difference we’ve made

Evidencing improvements as a

result of new strategies /

investments

To see what we have achieved no

matter how big or small

To track progress (outcomes,

businesses engaged, jobs offered)

To improve things

To further develop an offer To

highlight good working practices

To see if things are working To

measure progress

Understand local information
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What are some good measures that will support
Internships Work?

0 2 5

Employer
engagement

meaningful employment

Offers of paid employment
Numbers of interns

Long term employment

viability

pre internship numbers

positive ipact
positive impact

impact
essential criteria

cost v impact

awareness of IW

Young people at the heart

Sustainability

Support CYPs

Soft skills gained

Social skills

Share knowledge wider

Savings achieved


